Save on shipping cost!!!

Call to arrange to pick up the product yourself.

Vibrating Mini Motor use with Haptic Motor controller
SG$5.20

That's your little buzzing motor, and for any haptic feedback project you'll want to pick up a few of them. These vibe motors are tiny discs, completely sealed up so they're easy to use and embed. [Product Details...]

Shaftless Vibration Motor 8x3.4mm
SG$4.30

This tiny, button-type, vibrating motor shakes with a vibration amplitude of 0.75g and draws approximately 60 mA when 3 V is applied to its leads. The shaftless design keeps this motor small: 8 mm in diameter and 3.4 mm in height. [Product Details...]

Shaftless Vibration Motor 10x2.0mm
SG$3.90

This tiny, button-type, vibrating motor shakes with a vibration amplitude of 0.75g and draws approximately 60 mA when 3 V is applied to its leads. The shaftless design keeps this motor small: 10 mm in diameter and 2.0 mm in height. [Product Details...]
LilyPad Vibe Board  
SG$14.50

Apply 5V and be shaken by this small, but powerful vibration motor. Works great as an physical indicator without notifying anyone but the wearer. This version uses a surface mount motor which is less likely to be damaged during use. [Product Details...]

DRV2605L Haptic / Vibration Motor Controller  
SG$13.70

The DRV2605 motor driver is designed for controlling haptic motors - vibration motors. This driver has the ability to have various effects when driving a vibe motor. For example, ramping the vibration level up and down, 'click' effects, different buzzer [Product Details...]
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